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Abstract

The paper presents a generic framework to analyse the
timing behavior of protocol graphs derived from the com-
position of micro-protocols. The model assumes that a pro-
tocol stack is composed of a set of protocol objects that in-
teract through the exchange of events. A specific task is
associated with each relevant protocol event and for each
task, the periods and offsets are derived from a description
of the interactions between adjacent protocols. To illustrate
the use of the model, a stack of modular reliable group com-
munication protocols for the CAN field-bus is analysed.

1 Introduction

With the increase of processing power and network
bandwidth it is possible to build sophisticated distributed
hard-real time systems. Many of these systems benefit
from communication services that enforce strong consis-
tency properties such as ordering and agreement at the com-
munication level. The construction of such communication
systems using the composition of several micro-protocol
objects is an approach that has been applied with success
in the non real-time arena [2, 1, 6]. This encourages the re-
use of protocol components and allows the applications to
configure stacks tailored to their needs. To benefit from this
approach in hard real-time systems, one must be able to de-
rive the timing behavior of a protocol composition given a
description of its protocol objects.

This paper presents a general framework to analyse the
timing behavior of protocol graphs derived from the com-
position of micro-protocols. Individual micro-protocols are
described as protocol objects that subscribe and produce
events; interactions among adjacent protocols are modeled
by the exchange of these events. The protocol implemen-
tation is modeled by a set of tasks, each programmed to
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handle a specific protocol event. The periods and offsets
of these tasks can be derived from the protocol interfaces
and a description of the traffic load. The model presented is
generic but it is being developed to be applied to a concrete
protocol composition framework, theRT-Appia system [7].

To illustrate the use of the framework, the paper presents
the study on the timing analysis of a set of modular fault-
tolerant group communication protocols designed for the
CAN field-bus: RELCAN over EDCAN [9]. In order to
perform this study, an existing software tool was extended
to comply with the model requirements.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the
notion of protocol composition in which the objective of
being able to deduce timing analysis of a generic protocol
is based. Section 3 presents the theoretical model used in
producing the analysis. Section 4 presents the timing anal-
ysis of a case-study protocol stack that was developed to
provide fault-tolerance communication over the CAN field-
bus. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Real-Time OO Protocols Stacks

The growing requirements of distributed hard real-time
systems demand more diverse and complex communication
protocols. Monolithic implementations of communications
protocols have many disadvantages. They are hard to ex-
pand or refine and may introduce run-time overheads due
to functionalities that are not strictly required by the ap-
plication. Additionally, the timing behavior of monolithic
implementations may be difficult to assess.

A successful approach to avoid the pitfalls of monolithic
communication systems is to rely on the composition of
micro-protocol objects. This approach promotes the reuse
of micro-protocols and the construction of protocol stacks
that exactly match the application requirements. It may also
simplify the timing analysis of the composite stack. To
achieve such analysis one needs a description of the tim-
ing properties of each micro-protocol and a description of
the interaction among protocols in a given stack.

The �-Kernel [4] is an early and influential work on
protocol composition. A version of�-Kernel adapted to



real-time operation has been developed in the scope of the
CORDS project [12]. Following the initial work with�-
Kernel, many other protocol kernels have been designed
with enriched functionality. Notable examples are Ensem-
ble [2], RTCactus [3] andRT-Appia [7].

In this paper we are interested in designing a framework
to extract the timing behavior of compositions of protocols.
Even though we are interested in deriving a general frame-
work, we will use the concrete example of theRT-Appia
protocol kernel.

In RT-Appia each stack is composed of one or more
channels. Each channel is an ordered sequence ofsessions,
instances of a specificprotocol layer. The session maintains
state that is used by the layer to process events. A layer that
implements an ordering protocol may maintain a sequence
number or a vector clock as part of the session state. The
sequence of layers associated with a given channel defines
the quality of service implemented by the channel.

Communication between layers is made by exchange of
events. New events can be created by deriving from a pre-
viously defined event class. Each layer declares the set of
events the layer produces and that the layer is interested in
subscribing. This information allows to identify the relevant
interactions among layers.

For each subscribed event, the protocol must provide a
handler to process that event. Each handler can be mod-
eled as a real-time task, whose computation time must be
known. Handlers for a given layer that share the same ses-
sion should obtain exclusive access to the session state.

It should be noted that the handling of an event by a
given protocol layer may generate multiple events that need
to be propagated in the stack. For instance a transport pro-
tocol may have to fragment a message into several packets.
Thus, the issuing of a single send request event at the trans-
port layer may generate multiple send events at the network
layer. This makes the analysis of the timing behavior of a
protocol composition a non-trivial task.

In this paper we propose an off-line technique suitable
for event-based protocol compositions. To perform the
schedulability analysis it is necessary to capture the chain
of events with the longest computation time. Note that a
chain of events must have a finite number of events. A
chain of events terminates when all the sessions return to
the idle state. The Worst Case Response Time (WCRT) of a
channel activation is derived from the computation time of
the worst case chain of that channel and from the WCRT of
other higher priority channels.

3 Profiling of protocol compositions

The profiling system must receive as input an abstract de-
scription of the protocol composition. The exact form used
to supply the description (such as source code or state dia-

grams) is not relevant for this work, as long as the following
information can be extracted:

� The set of micro-protocols and the order by which they
process the events.

� The set of events processed by each layer and the set
of events that may be generated by the layer during the
processing of each event.

� The priorities of these events (these will be directly
assigned to the respective handler tasks).

In addition, one needs also to obtain a description of the
environment where the micro-protocol composition will ex-
ecute and the input load. Namely, one needs to know:

� The period of each event received at the stack borders
(user requests).

� The worst case computation time (WCCT) for han-
dling each of these events by every interested layer.

� The scheduling parameters for the scheduler that acti-
vates the tasks.

� The number of processes communicating (for group
communication protocols) and the period of user re-
quests at the remote nodes (the profiling technique de-
rives automatically the worst case load induced by con-
trol messages).

� The background load of tasks and messages.

� The communications network scheduling model and
parameters.

Using this information, the profiling technique extracts
the relevant information required to derive the worst case re-
sponse time of the protocol composition like the event graph
and the task offsets.

Event graphs A fundamental step of the profiling tech-
nique consists in extracting the relevant protocolevent
graphs. An event graph is a graph of causally related pro-
tocol events whose root is an event triggered at the protocol
user interface, such as a user request. The graph is con-
structed automatically from the information provided to the
system as follows: the user request event is delivered to
the top layer of the protocol stack. For that event, the set
of generated events are added as leafs directly connected
to the root. Then, each of these events is delivered to the
next layer that registered as their subscribers in the proto-
col stack. The procedure is executed recursively for each of
those events until the corresponding layer on the destination
stack delivers the event to its upper layer and no low level
events exist.



It should be noted that the protocol graph can, and usu-
ally does, span multiple nodes in the system: when the
lower protocol layer generates an event associated with the
transmission of a network message, a reception event is de-
livered to the protocol stack of the remote node(s).

Set of protocol tasks A dedicated task is associated to the
handling of each event by each protocol layer. The period
of these tasks can be extracted automatically from the event
graph, and is equal to the period of the root event (the user-
supplied load). The WCCT of each task is supplied as an
input parameter to the profiling system.

Task Offsets Determination After decomposing the pro-
tocol into several tasks it is necessary to assure that the tasks
will be scheduled in time to handle event reception without
causing unnecessary delays to the protocol. This is done
by scheduling them according to a best-case scenario. Each
task is scheduled so that incoming events arrive at the same
time as the task activation.

In determining the task offsets, it is necessary to assume
a best-case scenario, where there are no transmission er-
rors, and the message is the smallest possible. The best-
case computation times (BCCT) of the sender task (and its
callers) should be used, but since the difference between this
and the worst-case time in micro-protocols is very small,
and in order to avoid having to supply this extra set of data,
the worst-case is still used in this paper. A possible optimi-
sation of the system would also use the best-case times.

Deadlines Verification One of the parameters given by
the user for each protocol (event) should be the deadline.
The system will verify if this deadline is met, and even if
not, it can be used to adjust it in order to be compliant.

Intermediate events should also have a defined deadline,
as this is required for recursive steps in the analysis tech-
nique, but it is not feasible to assign each of them its own
deadline. A feasible solution is to assign one only for the
endpoint delivery event, and reuse this value for all the inter-
mediate events. It is simple to observe that either all of them
meet this deadline or the endpoint delivery event misses it
(a fixed priority scheduler is assumed).

The main component of the system is the timing analysis
component which derives all the worst case response times
and the worst case message response time.

Timing Analysis Technique The WCRT for each re-
ceived event of the protocol is computed according to a set
timing analysis equations developed by Tindell in [10]. In
his work, several schedulability analysis models are pre-
sented; we chose to use the timing offset model as this is
the one that better allows us to capture the chain of events

mechanism. This method assumes that all tasks are peri-
odic, according to the period of thetransaction to which
they belong. Atransaction is composed by a set of tasks
that execute with given offsets in relation to its initial time.
We use this to offset the various tasks that make up a micro-
protocol in relation to the user request event.

The WCRT of an event is the time taken by the protocol
starting at the time of reception of the event that triggered
the protocol until it returns to an idle state. This time is
composed of the local WCCT and the WCRT of the lower
level layers (including lower levels computation time and
message transmission through the communication channel).

The timing analysis of the communications protocols is
performed in two phases. In the first phase, the WCRT of
the processing spent by the protocols themselves is com-
puted. In the second phase, the time spent during mes-
sages transmission through the communications network
must also be calculated. However, the results of the second
phase depend on and affect the results of the first phase, re-
quiring several iterations before converging on a final value.

For the case-study to be presented in the next section, the
CAN field-bus model described in [11] is used, but allowing
for the interference of the other transactions.

Application to RT-Appia While in our model we con-
sider the existence of a different task to handle each event,
in a concrete implementation such as inRT-Appia, all the
events of a specific layer may be handled by the same op-
erating system task. This does not invalidate the model.
On the contrary, by considering different tasks we are mod-
elling the different “personalities” of a singleRT-Appia task
to achieve a finer grain analysis of the timing behavior. It
should be noted that the time taken by theRT-Appia task to
schedule the event will also need to be taken into account
when performing analysis ofRT-Appia protocol stacks.

4 Case-study

To illustrate our profiling technique we have selected a
reliable multicast protocol for real-time applications. The
protocol, RELCAN, is targeted to the CAN [5] field-bus and
it is an interesting target of our analysis since it has been
designed as a modular composition of micro-protocols.

4.1 Overview of RELCAN and EDCAN

RELCAN and EDCAN are a set of micro-protocols that
provide fault-tolerance capabilities to the CAN field bus.
At first look, the CAN specification seems to provide a to-
tally ordered atomic broadcast service. However, as demon-
strated by Rufino et al. [9], this is not so. The problem lies
in the treatment of an erroneous bit in last bit of the End Of
Frame (EOF) delimiter (7 recessive (=1) bits). Since this



Sender
ES1 1 when edcan.req(mid�type,p,n�, mess) invoked at� do

2 if mess = NULLthen
3 can-rtr.req(mid);
4 else
5 can-data.req(mid, mess);
6 od;

ES2 7 when can-rtr.cnf(mid)
or can-data.cnf(mid, mess) confirmeddo

8 deliver edcan.cnf (mid,mess);
9 od;

Recipient
Initialization
init 0 ndup(mid) := 0; // number of duplicates, kept for each message

ER 1 when can-data.ind(mid, mess) received at�

or can-rtr.ind(mid, mess=NULL) received at� do
2 ndup(mid) := ndup(mid) + 1;
3 if ndup(mid)= 1then // new message
4 edcan.ind (mid, mess);
5 if mess = NULLthen
6 can-rtr.req(mid); // clustered
7 else
8 can-data.req(mid, mess);
9 fi;
10 elif ndup(mid)� j then
11 can-abort.req(mid);
12 fi;
13 od;

Figure 1. EDCAN

is the last bit, there is no way to signal the sender that an
error was detected, and all nodes that detect the error are
forced to accept the frame as correct, to assure a consistent
state by all the nodes in the bus. However, suppose that a
dominant (=0) bit is detected in penultimate bit of the EOF
field by some nodes. These nodes will then begin transmit-
ting an error flag, consisting of 6 dominant bits, beginning
at the position of the last bit of the EOF field. If the sender
was one of the nodes that had not yet detected an error, it
will detect it now and schedule the frame for retransmission.
All the other nodes that now detect an error will proceed as
explained previously and accept the frame. At this point,
some of the nodes have rejected the frame, the sender has
scheduled it for retransmission, and the rest have accepted
it. If the sender now fails before being able to retransmit the
message, then the system is left in a inconsistent state.

To overcome this problem, Rufino et al. proposed in the
same paper a protocol that guarantees that if the sender fails,
the message is still received by all the other nodes.

EDCAN (see Fig. 1) works by what is called “Eager dif-
fusion”. The sender transmits the message on the CAN bus
using the generic CAN services and waits for a notification
from the controller, delivering then the confirmation corre-
sponding to the request to transmit.

The major changes to the CAN generic services are in
the receiver. When a message is received, if it is the first
time, it is delivered to the upper layers, and also scheduled
for retransmission in the CAN bus. Subsequent duplicates

Sender
init 0 rel sn := 0; // local sequence number

RS1 1 when relcan.req(mess) invoked at� do
2 rel sn := rel sn + 1;
3 can-data.req(mid�R-DATA,p,rel sn�, mess);
4 od;

RS2 5 when can-data.cnf(mid�R-DATA,p,rel sn�, mess) receiveddo
6 can-rtr.req (mid�CONFIRM,p,relsn�);
7 relcan.cnf (mess);
8 od;

Recipient
init 0 ndup(mid) := 0; // number of duplicates, kept for each message

1 data(mid) := NULL; // data part of the message

RR1 1 when can-data.ind(mid�R-DATA,p,n�, mess) received at� do
2 ndup(mid) := ndup(mid) + 1;
3 data(mid) := mess;
4 start alarm (mid);
5 if ndup(mid)= 1then // new message
6 relcan.ind (mess);
7 fi;
8 od;

RR2 9 when can-rtr.ind(mid�CONFIRM,s,n�) received at� do
10 data(mid) := NULL;
11 cancel alarm(mid);
12 od;

RR3 13 when alarm(mid) expires at� do
14 edcan.req (mid, data(mid));
15 od;

RR4 16 when edcan.ind(mid�R-DATA,p,n�, mess) received at� do
17 ndup(mid) := ndup(mid) + 1;
18 if ndup(mid)= 1then // new message
19 relcan.ind (mess);
20 fi;
21 od;

Figure 2. RELCAN

of the message are ignored, except for keeping track of the
number of duplicates. If a maximum of duplicates (�) are
received, an abort request is made to abort the pending re-
transmission, if possible.

EDCAN takes advantage of the possibility of simultane-
ous transmission of Remote Transmission Request (RTR)
frames, for messages with null data fields. This feature is of
special interest in the retransmission phase of the protocol,
in which several nodes will retransmit the same message,
and the probability of simultaneous transmissions is high,
thus saving some transmission time on the bus.

As can easily be seen, this protocol assures that if a mes-
sage is received by at least one non-faulty node, then all the
other non-faulty nodes will also receive the message, even
if the sender fails. However, this introduces a high over-
head on the bus. To alleviate this overhead, Rufino et al.
developed RELCAN.

The RELCAN protocol (Fig. 2) assures a reliable com-
munication service, but with less transmission time over-
head in the best case than EDCAN. The sender uses a two
phase protocol, the first phase consists of putting the mes-
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sage on the CAN bus, after which it waits for the confirma-
tion of correct transmission from the CAN controller. The
second phase consists of sending a CONFIRM message sig-
nalling that no retransmissions are required.

The receiver delivers the message to the upper layers
when receiving the message for the first time, saves a copy
for possible retransmission and starts a timer alarm. If the
CONFIRM message is received before the alarm expires,
then the alarm is canceled. If the alarm expires, then it
means that the sender has failed, and the receivers should
retransmit the message using the EDCAN services.

4.2 Analysis of RELCAN (and EDCAN)

4.2.1 Set of micro-protocols

The protocol stack of RELCAN, illustrated in Fig. 3, is
composed of RELCAN, EDCAN and CAN itself. CAN is
required by both RELCAN and EDCAN, and EDCAN is
required by RELCAN.

4.2.2 Events processed and generated

In the following text, the events are referenced using only
the event name, as this does not introduce ambiguity. If it
did, then the events would have to be referenced using also
the event type (message identifiers, etc).

RELCAN The RELCAN sender (Fig. 2) can generate
two events for the CAN layer (CAN-DATA .REQ andCAN-
RTR.REQ) and one for the upper layer (RELCAN.CNF), and
handles one event from the upper layers (RELCAN.REQ) and
one from the CAN layer (CAN-DATA .CNF).

The recipient (Fig. 2) can generate one event for
the upper layer (RELCAN.IND), one EDCAN event (ED-
CAN.REQ) and two alarm event (ALARM .START and
ALARM .CANCEL). It can handle two CAN layer events
(CAN-DATA .IND and CAN-RTR.IND), one alarm event
(ALARM .TIMEOUT) and an EDCAN event (EDCAN.IND).
The alarm events are assumed to be delivered and generated
by an external service.

EDCAN The EDCAN sender (Fig. 1) can generate one
upper layer event (EDCAN.CNF) and two CAN layer events
(CAN-DATA .REQ andCAN-RTR.REQ), it handles one upper
layer event (EDCAN.REQ) and two CAN layer events (CAN-
DATA .CNF andCAN-RTR.CNF).

The Recipient (Fig. 1) generates one upper layer
event (EDCAN.IND), and three CAN layer events (CAN-
DATA .REQ, CAN-RTR.REQ andCAN-ABORT.REQ). It han-
dles two CAN layer events (CAN-DATA .IND and CAN-
RTR.IND).

4.2.3 Set of protocol tasks

RELCAN The RELCAN protocol uses two tasks on the
sender, and four tasks on the recipient. The first sender task
(RS1 on Fig. 2) handles theRELCAN.REQ event and sends
the message in a CAN data frame, and the second (RS2)
handles theCAN-DATA .CNF event and sends the CONFIRM
message.

The recipient tasks are:

� (RR1) The first recipient task handles the reception
of the message from the CAN layer (CAN-DATA .IND

event) and delivers it.

� (RR2) Handles the reception of the CONFIRM mes-
sage (CAN-RTR.IND event).

� (RR3) Activated by theALARM .TIMEOUT event, it be-
gins the retransmission of the message using EDCAN.

� (RR4) Handles the reception of the message from the
EDCAN layer (EDCAN.IND event).

EDCAN The EDCAN protocol is implemented by three
tasks on the sender, and two tasks on the recipient. Some of
these tasks are identical, so they appear only once in Fig. 1,
namely the ES2a and ES2b which appear only as ES2, and
ERa and ERb which appear only as ER.

The first sender task (ES1) handles theEDCAN.REQ

event and sends the message to the CAN layer, it proceeds
to wait for confirmation of whether the transmission was
successful, the second and third tasks are identical, ES2a
handlesCAN-DATA .CNF, ES2b handles theCAN-RTR.CNF

event, after which they deliver confirmation to the upper
layer. The recipient tasks (ERa and ERb) handle the re-
ception of the message (CAN-DATA .IND andCAN-RTR.IND

events respectively) and begin retransmission on the first re-
ception.

4.2.4 Worst case computation time

The WCCT depends on the specific architecture used to im-
plement the protocol. Since the actual time is not relevant
for the purposes of this study, a uniform time of����� was
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Figure 4. Event graph of RELCAN

chosen for all tasks. Note that with this value for the task
execution time it is possible to cause overrun errors during
message bursts. If overruns need to be avoided, a smaller
execution time must be achieved (using specialized hard-
ware).

4.2.5 Event graphs

Besides the list of handled and generated events it is neces-
sary to link them causally. This is done by processing the
micro-protocol algorithm to generate the event graph.

RELCAN The event graph of RELCAN is depicted in
Fig. 4. It can be seen both the event chain of the best case
scenario (the CONFIRM message is sent and the alarm is
canceled) and of the worst case scenario (the CONFIRM
message is not sent, and the alarm is triggered, resulting in
a call to the EDCAN layer). The worst case response time
of these scenarios is studied in the following subsection.

EDCAN In Fig. 5 is a representation of EDCAN’s event
graph. As expected, it has a symmetry based on the mes-
sage being empty or not. The recursive character of the pro-
tocol is illustrated with the fact that the EDCAN recipient
can generate an event that is handled by itself. The dotted
lines are events generated by the EDCAN recipient that the
simple event graph building technique includes, but that a
context-aware examination of the algorithm excludes.
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Figure 5. Event graph of EDCAN

4.2.6 Worst Case Response Times

To illustrate the use of the proposed technique, we introduce
a very simple scenario that does not involve any interfer-
ence, jitter and network errors, so that all calculations can
be performed manually. The WCRT for a single message to
be transmitted using RELCAN is given by the case where
the sender fails after sending the data message, but before
transmitting the CONFIRM message. This forces the acti-
vation of the RELCAN layer. The following equation gives
this value:

���� � �� � ���� � ����	� ���� �

���� � �� � ��� ���������
 ��	 �

�� � 
	������
 ���	 � ��� (1)

where�� is the WCCT time of task�, �� is the worst-case
transmission time of message	, ����	 is the alarm time-
out value and� is the number of recipient nodes on the bus.
This chain of events begins with the RELCAN sender send-
ing the message, which is received by the recipient which
sets the alarm. The alarm timeout activates the RELCAN
recipient task that calls the EDCAN sender task, which be-
gins retransmission of the message. The other nodes will
then receive and retransmit the message.

According to [8], one CAN 2.0B message can take a
maximum of����� to transmit, in a 1Mbps bus. Using this
and the above value for the WCCT, (�� � �����), and the
alarm set to (����), equation 1 is equal to��
���, with
� � � nodes on the bus.

Fig. 6 is an illustration of these values: Node 1, the
sender, calls RELCAN to send a message, which is cor-
rectly received only by node 4, and then fails. Node 4, will
process the message and deliver it during execution of its
RR1 task, setting the alarm. This will expire after����	

time has passed, executing RR3 in node 4, followed by the
ES1 task, which will begin retransmitting the message. This
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Figure 6. RELCAN in a 4 node bus.

message will be received at all nodes, which will deliver
it and one of which will begin retransmission at once, af-
ter which the retransmissions of the others will follow until
there are no more retransmissions.

Comparing this with the best case (no errors), even with
the largest CAN message we have:

���� � �	
�
 � ���� ���������
 ����	 � ���� (2)

which is equal to�����, clearly a better value than before.
In the best case, the RELCAN protocol does not execute any
retransmission, so its response time is equal to the sum of
the WCCT taken by the intervening tasks (RS1, RS2, RR2
and RR1; RS2 being of higher priority than RR1), and the
transmission time of the messages (one data and one RTR
message). Since the processing of RR1 and the transmission
of the RTR message are concurrent, only the largest of this
value is used (the maximum transmission time of an RTR
message is��� [8]).

4.2.7 Task Offsets Determination

The values given in the following paragraphs use equations
1 and 2 and the values presented previously, but using only
the parcels before the first activation of the task.

RELCAN The best-case scenario described above can be
used to determine the task offsets for the RELCAN tasks.
We assume a task offset of 0 for the RS1. RS2 and the RR1
should have the same offset, as they start executing at the
end of the first message transmission, equal to
���. RR2
should have an offset of
���. RR3 should have an offset
of ����, and RR4 an offset of�
����.

EDCAN EDCAN’s best case scenario is one where ES1
executes with an assumed offset of���, sends a remote
frame message, and all the recipient tasks receive it with an
offset of
���. ES2 will also have this offset. All the re-
transmissions will be simultaneous, and the recipients pro-
cess it with an offset of
���.

4.2.8 Deadlines Verification

The deadline for a CAN message is very dependent on its
periodicity, as it will be overwritten by the next message
if not delivered by then. Using a similar scenario to the
above, it is possible to say that the period of the task in-
voking the RELCAN protocol must be larger than����
(smallest message with no errors) or it will fail to meet the
deadline. Allowing the sender to fail (a hot-spare configura-
tion?), the deadline must be greater than��
��� (smallest
message and maximum RTR overlap).

4.3 A more complex example task set

The analysis performed above does not take into account
scheduler overheads, and interference from other tasks. In
order to get a real view of the analysis technique and of the
behavior of the RELCAN protocol, a more complex sce-
nario is required. Simple results, like the ones obtained
previously can be feasibly obtained manually, but the com-
plexity of the calculations with larger scenarios require the
use of an automated tool. With that goal in mind, we ex-
tended the software tool that Tindell used in [10] to include
communication networks (in this case CAN) and multiple
processors. This allowed us to validate the previous results
and generate the values in Table 1.

The developed scenario consists of three transactions
running on 6 nodes. Each transaction corresponds to the
chain of events generated by a user request to the RELCAN
layer. All the tasks (and messages) in transaction 1 have
higher priority than the ones in transaction 2, which in turn
has higher priority than the ones in transaction 3. The fol-
lowing values were used:��� � �, ��� � �, ��� � �,
��� � � (no scheduler overheads), the transaction period
��� � ���� for all transactions and� � � (the tasks are
activated in every transaction),�� � ������
����� (deadline
equal to the period of the transaction), and no jitter (� � � �)
for all the tasks. Note that the same offset for tasks in dif-
ferent transactions does not mean that they will start at the
same time. The offset is in relation to the start of the trans-
action, which can occur at any time during the execution of
the other transactions.

Comparing these results, it’s easy to see that even for
the highest priority transaction, the interference from other
tasks can be noted, since the CAN bus does not preempt
lower priority messages, and so the higher priority message
from transaction 1 is delayed�����. If comparing these
times with the ones obtained earlier for a transaction execut-
ing alone (�����), transaction 1 takes 130%(�����), trans-
action 2 279%(
�����) and transaction 3 426%(�

���)
more. We believe that the WCRT of RELCAN grows lin-
early with the number of concurrent transactions. Also
note that, although transaction 3 misses the deadline, us-
ing � � ������, the obtained values remain the same for



transaction 1 transaction 2 transaction 3
task cpu offset WCRT task cpu offset WCRT task cpu offset WCRT

high RS1 1 0 150 RS1 2 0 300 RS1 3 0 600
p RS2 1 463 150 RS2 2 834 300 RS2 3 1198 600
r RR1 1 463 300 RR1 1 834 600 RR1 1 1198 1050
i RR1 2 463 150 RR1 2 834 600 RR1 2 1198 900
o RR1 3 463 150 RR1 3 834 300 RR1 3 1198 900
r RR1 �3 463 150 RR1 �3 834 300 RR1 �3 1198 600
i RR2 1 833 150 RR2 1 1511 600 RR2 1 2176 1050
t RR2 2 833 150 RR2 2 1511 300 RR2 2 2176 900
y RR2 3 833 150 RR2 3 1511 300 RR2 3 2176 600

low RR2 �3 833 150 RR2 �3 1511 300 RR2 �3 2176 600
msg offset WCRT msg offset WCRT msg offset WCRT

R-DATA 150 313 R-DATA 300 547 R-DATA 600 598
CONFIRM 613 220 CONFIRM 1134 377 CONFIRM 1798 378

Table 1. Complex task set results

� � 
�����. Nodes number 4,5 and 6 exhibit the same
temporal behavior, as they run the same tasks, and do not
send messages to the bus. This last result could be used to
deduce that RELCAN does not degrade with the number of
nodes on the bus, however this is only true if EDCAN is
never activated, or if the simultaneous retransmission capa-
bilities are fully used (only possible if the message does not
contain any data).

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a framework to analyse
the timing behavior of micro-protocols for use in real-time
systems. The proposed technique was applied manually to
a simple set of real-time micro-protocols, which allowed us
to validate it and also to illustrate its use with a relevant ex-
ample. The timing values were obtained through a specially
adapted software tool. The resulting values provide usefull
insights on the performance of the RELCAN protocol. The
proposed technique is being considered for inclusion in the
set of tools for theRT-Appia system, even though the task
model is different. Having demonstrated its feasibility, it
would be interesting to complete the tool that implements
this technique. For instance, at the current time the tool
considers that a task, in response to a given event, produces
the complete set of generated events. This is not always the
case since, depending on the context (message size, etc),
only a subset of the generated events can be produced. The
tool could be improved to exploit contextual information to
extract more accurate event graphs. Finally, with the tool
completed it would be interesting to perform this analysis
in other more complex protocols.
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